" Yes, I felt that for the first time in my life I had come into contact with a great city." " But isn't Lyons a great city ? "
" Not in the sense I mean. There ought to be a hyphenated word : c great-city/ It's something quite new to me. That's what I kept on saying to myself, a week ago, as I was coming through the suburbs in the train: c A different world altogether. A different period altogether/ " " Is that so ? That interests me tremendously. And how did you feel about it, inside you ? Excited ? "
" Yes, at first; but then, immediately afterwards, depressed."
" Oh ? . . . And where are you now ? " ec Still depressed ; but it's beginning to wear off." They went down the rue Claude-Bernard, on the left-hand pavement. The sky was cloudy, but the air was very soft for a mid-October morning. Jailer surveyed that very-ordinary street, asking himself whether anybody other than himself could find in it the influences, the signs, the reminders, the allusions of Paris as a whole, of which it struck him as being full. He asked himself this question with real interest, rather than self-confidently. He was not one of those men who expect to find in other people, as their due, the equivalent of their own sensibility. He was quite ready to admit that certain things -which meant a great deal to him, for reasons which he would find it difficult to explain, might not mean anything at all to other people with plenty of brains.
Apart from this, he was on his guard against mere politeness, against the illusory idea of sharing the same impressions which it encourages, especially when a growing friendship comes into play in it. The fear of any such misunderstanding, the almost physical repugnance which it provoked in him, were much stronger in him than his desire to take other people into his confidence. So much so that, as a general rule, he talked least about the things that interested "him most. Nevertheless, he did not press trbis precaution to the point of sticking to trifling matters.

